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We discuss two scenarios of emergent gravity. In one of them the quantum vacuum is considered
as superplastic crystal, and the effective gravity describes the dynamical elastic deformations of this
crystal. In the other one the gravitational tetrads emerge as the bilinear form of the fermionic fields.
In spite of the essentially different mechanisms of emergent gravity, these two scenarios have one
important common property: the metric field has dimension of the inverse square of length [gµν ] =
1/[l]2, as distinct from the conventional dimensionless metric, [gµν ] = 1, in general relativity. As a
result the physical quantities, which obey diffeomorphism invariance, become dimensionless. This
takes place for such quantities as Newton constant, the scalar curvature, the cosmological constant,
particle masses, fermionic and scalar bosonic fields, etc. This may suggest that the dimensionless
physics can be the natural consequence of the diffeomorphism invariance, and thus can be the general
property of any gravity, which emerges in the quantum vacuum. One of the nontrivial consequences
of the shift of dimensions is related to topology. Due to the shift of dimensions some operators
become topological, and contain the integer or fractional prefactors in the action. This in particular
concerns the intrinsic 3+1 quantum Hall effect and the Nieh-Yan quantum anomaly in terms of
torsion.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
It is not excluded that the Standard Model of particle
physics together with general relativity are effective the-
ories which emerge at low energy for the collective modes
of the extreme ultraviolet.1 Sakharov gravity2, which
emerges in the fermionic vacuum, provides the charac-
teristic example. The scenario, where all the known
symmetries in our Universe emerge on the macroscopic
scale, but disappear in the highly trans-Planckian micro-
scopic regime, takes place in different many-body con-
densed matter systems. For example, the analogs of
Lorentz invariance and the curved spacetime are devel-
oped for some low energy fermionic and bosonic modes,3
but these phenomena disappear at large energy, where
the microscopic degrees of freedom intervene (the analog
of the trans-Planckian degrees of freedom). The con-
densed matter systems with topologically stable Weyl
points in the fermionic spectrum, such as Weyl semimet-
als and the chiral superfluid phase of liquid 3He, demon-
strate simultaneous emergence of chiral fermions, gauge
bosons and tetrad gravity,4–8 which do not survive on the
high-energy atomic level.
We do not know the structure of the trans-Planckian
world, but we can try different possible scenarios of emer-
gent physics and search for the common properties in
the low energy corner. Here we consider two scenarios
of emergent gravity, which are very different, but have
the important common property. The first one is the
tetrad gravity where the tetrad fields emerge as bilinear
combinations of the fermionic fields by symmetry break-
ing. This scenario has been investigated by Diakonov9
and Vladimirov and Diakonov.10,11 The analog of the
Diakonov-Vladimirov (DV) scenario takes place in an-
other topological phase of superfluid 3He – the B-phase.12
The other one is the analog of gravity in the elastic-
ity theory of crystals,13–18 where the elastic deforma-
tion are described in terms of the tetrads of elasticity.15
In principle, this analogy can be extended to the real
gravity, if the quantum vacuum is considered as a plas-
tic (malleable) fermionic crystalline medium, and the
elasticity tetrads become the gravitational tetrads.19,20
The condensed matter analog of such vacuum is the
quantum crystal with fermionic quasiparticles, such as
vacancies.21–23
The common property of these two approaches to
quantum gravity is that the tetrad fields in both theories
have dimension of inverse length. As a result most of the
physical quantities which obey diffeomorphism invariance
become dimensionless.11,24–26 Since the two very differ-
ent scenarios lead to the same phenomenon, it is natural
to suggest that the gravity in our universe also follows
this common rule. Here we consider some consequences
which come from this rule.
II. ELASTICITY TETRADS
Let us consider theory of the crystal elasticity using ap-
proach of Ref.15. The deformed crystal structure can be
described as a system of three crystallographic surfaces
of constant phase Xa(x) = 2πna, na ∈ Z with a = 1, 2, 3.
The intersection of the surfaces
X1(r, t) = 2πn1 , X2(r, t) = 2πn2 , X3(r, t) = 2πn3 ,
(1)
are the nodes of the deformed crystal lattice. For the
undeformed crystal, Xa(r, t) = Ka · r, where Ka are the
(primitive) reciprocal lattice vectors. The deformations
2of the crystal can be described in terms of the elasticity
tetrads, the gradients of the phase functions:
E ai (x) = ∂iX
a(x) . (2)
In the absence of dislocations, E ai (x) is an exact differ-
ential:
∂kE
a
l (x)− ∂lE ak (x) = 0 . (3)
In the presence of the topological defects – dislocations,
the density of dislocations plays the role of torsion:
T akl = (∂kE
a
l − ∂lE ak ) . (4)
Such construction can be extended to the model of the
3+1 quantum vacuum with a = 0, 1, 2, 3, assuming that
the vacuum looks like the plastic crystalline medium. In
this model the elasticity tetrads E aµ become the gravi-
tational tetrads.19,20 The deformed vacuum crystal with
dislocations describes the curved geometry of the telepar-
allel Weitzenbo¨ck gravity with vanishing curvature and
nonzero torsion. On the macroscopic coarse grained level,
where the separate dislocations are not resolved, the tor-
sion field T aµν can be considered as a continuous function
of coordinates. The metric gµν , which originates from
the elasticity tetrads, is:
gµν = ηabE
a
µ E
b
ν , (5)
where ηab = (−,+,+,+).
The important property of the elasticity tetrads is that
being the derivatives, they have the canonical dimensions
of inverse length, [E aµ ] = [l]
−1. Correspondingly the
metric in Eq.(5) has dimension [gµν ] = 1/[l]
2. This means
that the distance or interval ds in
ds2 = −gµνdxµdxν , (6)
is dimensionless, [∆s] = 1. This simply means that the
distance between the two nodes of the deformed crystal
is determined by the integer number of crystal surfaces
between the points of the grid, and thus does not depend
on the length scale. This is natural for such quantum
vacua, in which the size of the unit cell is not fixed and
can be arbitrary.
Let us introduce notation d for conventional dimension
of the physical quantities, and the notation dDV for the
shifted dimension of the same quantities. The shift of di-
mensions means that in the DV approach [l]−d → [l]−dDV .
For example, for the interval ds we have the conventional
dimension d = −1 and the shifted dimension dDV = 0,
see Eq.(9). For the torsion field one has the conventional
dimension d = 1, while the shifted dimension is dDV = 2.
The shift of the dimensions of the physical quantities
due to the dimensionless interval leads to the new proper-
ties of the quantum vacua and topological insulators. In
particular, this allows us to extend the application of the
topological anomalies. For example, the Chern-Simons
term describing the 3+1 intrinsic quantum Hall effect
becomes dimensionless. As a result, the prefactor of this
term is given by the integer momentum-space topologi-
cal invariants in the same manner as in the case of 2+1
dimension.24–26 The shift of dimension is also important
for the Nieh-Yan anomaly.26
III. TETRADS AS BILINEAR COMBINATIONS
OF FERMION FIELDS
:
In the DV theory9–11 the tetrads are composite
fields, which emerge as the bilinear combinations of the
fermionic fields. The tetrads appear as the order param-
eter of the symmetry breaking phase transition (see also
Ref.27):
eaµ = i
〈
ψ†Γa∇µψ +∇µψ†Γaψ
〉
. (7)
The corresponding symmetry breaking scheme is LL ×
LS → LL+S, where LL and LS are two separate symme-
tries under Lorentz rotations of the coordinate and spin
space respectively. These two symmetries are broken to
the diagonal subgroup – the Lorentz group of the com-
bined rotations in two spaces, LL+S. The similar scheme
of symmetry breaking takes place for the spin-triplet p-
wave superfluid 3He-B,12,28 where instead of the Lorentz
groups one has three-dimensional rotations in the orbital
and spin spaces: SO(3)L × SO(3)S → SO(3)S+L.
According to Eq.(7), the frame field eaµ transforms
as a derivative in the same manner as the elasticity
tetrads. That is why it has the dimension of inverse
length, [eaµ] = 1/[l], i.e. its dimension is shifted from
d = 0 to dDV = 1, see Eq.(11). In such vacua it is nat-
ural to assume that the fermionic field ψ as well as the
bosonic fields Φ are scalars under diffeomorphisms,9,10
i.e. their dimensions are shifted from d = 3/2 and d = 1
to dDV = 0, see Eqs.(11) and (10) respectively. For Weyl
or massless Dirac fermions one has the conventional ac-
tion:
S =
∫
d4x|e|eaµ (ψ†Γa∇µψ +H.c.) . (8)
The action (8), when expressed in terms of the Diakonov-
Vladimirov (DV) tetrads, remains dimensionless, since
[e] = [l]−4, [eaµ] = [l] and [ψ] = 1, see Eq.(11). This
suggests that the DV dimension of tetrads is natural,
which is also supported by the elasticity tetrads.
The nontrivial dimension of the metric suggests that
metric is not the quantity, which describes the space-
time, but the quantity, which determines the dynamics
of effective low energy fields in the background of micro-
scopic quantum vacuum.
3general relativity dimension d dDV
gµν 0 −2
gµν 0 2√−g 0 4
d4x
√−g −4 0
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν −2 0
dA =
√
dSµνdSµν −2 0
M 1 0
S =M
∫
ds 0 0
∂µ 1 1
pµ 1 1
R = gµνRµν 2 0
GNewton −2 0
R/GNewton 4 0
Λcosmological 4 0
THawking 1 0
TTolman 1 1
TTolman/
√
g00 1 0
(9)
scalar/vector dimension d dDV
Φ 1 0
gµν∂µΦ∂νΦ 4 0
M2φ2 4 0
Aµ 1 1
Fµν 2 2
FµνF
µν 4 0
(FµνF
µν)k 4k 0
Fµν F˜
µν 4 4
(10)
fermions dimension d dDV
eaµ 0 1
eµa 0 −1
e =
√−g 0 4
ψ 3
2
0
Mψ¯ψ 4 0
iψ¯ΓaeµaDµψ 4 0
Ta 1 2
TaT a 2 4
λ2Nieh−Yan 2 0
eaµAν F˜
µν 3 4
ieµae
ν
b ψ¯(Γ
aΓb − ΓbΓa)ψFµν 5 0
QQQL 6 0
(11)
IV. PHYSICS IN DV DIMENSIONS
A. Mass terms
The shifts of dimensions are shown in Eqs. (9), (10)
and (11) correspondingly for gravity, scalar fields and
fermions. Many quantities, which obey diffeomorphism
invariance, become dimensionless. The action is dimen-
sionless and remains dimensionless in the DV dimensions,
since the action is diffeomorphism invariant. Another ex-
ample of the diffeomorphism invariant quantity is the rest
massM of particles. In the case of mass the dimension is
shifted from d = 1 to dDV = 0. That the DV dimension
of mass is [M ] = 1 can be seen from classical equation
for the particle spectrum:
gµνpµpν =M
2 . (12)
According to the equation Eq.(9) for the shift of dimen-
sion, the Eq.(12) gives for M2 the dimension dDV =
−2+1+1 = 0. With dimensionless [M ] = 1 the classical
action and the mass terms in the fermionic and bosonic
actions remain dimensionless:
S =M
∫
ds , (13)
S =
∫
d4x|e|Mψ†ψ , (14)
S =
∫
d4x
√−g (gµν∇µΦ∇νΦ+M2Φ2) , (15)
S =
1
4
∫
d4x
√−g (FµνFµν +M2gµνAµAν) . (16)
This follows from the DV dimensions: [e] = [
√−g] =
[l]−4, [Φ] = [ψ] = 1, [gµν ] = [l]−2, [ds] = [M ] = 1,
[Aµ] = [l]
−1.
B. General relativity
Since the scalar curvature in general relativity is dif-
feomorphism invariant, it becomes dimensionless in the
DV approach:
[R] = 1 . (17)
Its dimension is shifted from d = 2 to dDV = 0. The other
examples of the diffeomorphism invariant quantities are
the Newton constant G and the cosmological constant Λ
in the Einstein-Hilbert action:
SGR =
1
16πG
∫
d4x
√−gR+
∫
d4x
√−gΛ , (18)
The dimensions of G and Λ are shifted from correspond-
ingly d = −2 and d = 4 to dDV = 0, i.e. [Λ] = [G] = 1.
These dimensionless quantitites are determined by the
ratio of the mass scales29 or by the functions of scalar
fields.30 In principle, only the ratio between the mass
parameters makes sense.10 In a given case only the com-
bination ΛG2 matters. According to Zeldovich,29 this
combination is expressed in terms of QCD mass scale:
ΛG2 ∼ Λ6QCDG3, see also Ref.31
C. Mass, energy, temperature
In the DV approach, mass and energy have different
dimensions. While mass is dimensionless, [M ] = 1, the
4energy has dimension of frequency, [E] = [ω] = [
√
g00] =
1/[l]. Correspondingly, the temperature is dimensionless,
[T ] = 1, while the constant temperature, which enters the
Tolman law:32
T (r)
√
−g00(r) = TTolman , (19)
has dimension of frequency, [TTolman] = [ω] = [
√
g00] =
1/[l], see Eq.(9). Tolman temperature is the integration
constant in equilibrium in a stationary spacetime.33
The Unruh temperature of the accelerated body is34
TU =
a
2π
, (20)
where a is covariant acceleration:
a2 = gµν
d2xµ
ds2
d2xν
ds2
. (21)
Since a is diffeomorphism-invariant, it is dimensionless
together with the Unruh temperature, [a] = [TU] = 1.
The same is with the Hawking temperature of a black
hole. For the Schwartzschild black hole, with rest en-
ergy MBH, Bekenstein entropy SBH, Hawking tempera-
ture TBH and horizon area ABH, one has:
TBH =
1
8πGMBH
, SBH = 4πGM
2
BH = 4GABH . (22)
All the quantities, that enter Eq.(22), are dimensionless
in the DV approach,
[TBH] = [SBH] = [MBH] = [ABH] = [G] = 1 . (23)
The area of the black hole is dimensionless, because the
covariant form of the scalar area element dA is:
dA =
√
dSµνdSµν . (24)
Since [Sµν ] = [l]2 and [Sµν ] = [S
µν ][gµν ]
2 = 1/[l]2, one
obtains [A] = 1.
D. Higher dimensional operators
Eq.(11) contains the operators with the mass dimen-
sions 3, 5 and 6. The non-renormalisable dimension 5
operator gives a contribution to the electron magnetic
moment.1,
G5 = ie
µ
ae
ν
b ψ¯(Γ
aΓb − ΓbΓa)ψFµν , (25)
and the non-renormalisable dimension 6 four-fermion op-
erator describes the baryon number violation:
G6 = QQQL , (26)
where L and Q are the lepton and quark doublets. Since
in the DV approach the mass is dimensionless, these op-
erators become dimensionless: their dDV = 0. The pref-
actors in these terms are determined either by the ratio
of the mass scales (”ultraviolet” and ”infrared”) or by
the functions of scalar fields. The same is with the 4k
mass operator for k > 1 in Eq.(10):
G4k = (FµνF
µν)k . (27)
V. TOPOLOGICAL TERMS
A. Dimension 4 operators
In terms of the DV dimensionalities, the operators with
dDV = 4 are topological. The operators of the type
G4 = FµνF˜
µν , (28)
are topological in both classes of dimensions, since for
them d = dDV = 4. They are accompanied by the fun-
damental integer of fractional prefactors.
But there are operators, which have original d 6= 4 but
acquire dDV = 4 in the DV approach. This means that
they are not topological in conventional approach, but
may become topological in the DV dimensions.
The former dimension d = 2 operator TaT a and the
dimension d = 3 operator eaµAν F˜
µν acquire dimension
dDV = 4 in the DV dimensionalities. As a result they be-
come topological and their prefactors become the topo-
logical quantum numbers. The operator eaµAν F˜
µν de-
termines the quantum Hall response in 3+1 topologi-
cal insulators,24,25,35 which we discuss in the Sec.VB.
The operator TaT a, where Ta is torsion, is discussed in
Sec.VC.
B. 3+1 intrinsic quantum Hall effect
The 3+1 topological insulator has the anomalous Hall
response described by the following Chern-Simons topo-
logical term:25
S4D[Aµ] =
1
4π2
3∑
a=1
Na
∫
d4x E aµ ǫ
µναβAν∂αAβ . (29)
It explicitly contains the elasticity tetrads E aµ , which is
full derivative in the absence of dislocations. The inte-
ger coefficients Na are three topological invariants, the
winding numbers, expressed in terms of integrals of the
Green’s functions in the energy-momentum space:
Na =
1
8π2
ǫijk
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
∫
BZ
dSia
Tr[(GωG
−1)(GkiG
−1)(GkjG
−1)] . (30)
The momentum integral is over the 2D torus in the cross
section Sa of the three-dimensional Brillouin zone. The
gauge invariance of the action (29) is supported by the
condition (3) even in the presence of deformations. The
topological invariantsNa describe the quantized response
of the Hall conductivity to the deformation of the crystal:
dσij
dE ak
=
e2
2πh
ǫijkNa . (31)
Discussions of the 3+1 quantum Hall effect in Weyl
semimetals can be found in Ref.36
5C. Nieh-Yan anomaly
Another example is the Nieh-Yan anomaly related to
torsion.37–46 For the conventional torsion and curvature
in terms of the conventional dimensionless tetrads, the
gravitational Nieh-Yan anomaly equation for the non-
conservation of the axial current
∂µj
µ
5 = λ
2
(T a ∧ Ta − ea ∧ eb ∧Rab) , (32)
contains the nonuniversal prefactor – the ultraviolet cut-
off parameter λ with dimension of inverse length, [λ] =
1/[l]. Because of such prefactor, the Nie-Yan contri-
bution to the anomaly is still rather subtle (see recent
literature25,46–50). This is because the nonuniversal pa-
rameter may depend on the spacetime coordinates, which
explicitly violates the topology.
However, in terms of DV tetrads, the torsion in Eq.(4)
has dimension [T akl] = 1/[l]
2, and the Nieh-Yan operator
has the proper dimension dDV = 4. The prefactor λ
2
of the topological operator becomes dimensionless, [λ] =
1, which suggests that the prefactor is universal and is
quantized.
D. Wess-Zumino action
The Chern-Simons term in Sec.VB, which describes
the 3+1 QHE, can be extended to the 3+1+1 Wess-
Zumino action:
SaabWZ =
1
8π2
∫
X5
d4xdτ ǫµναβγe aγ F
a
µνF
b
αβ . (33)
In the DV dimensions it is topological, and it can be
extended to the Nieh-Yan anomaly in terms of torsion:
SabcNY ∝
∫
X5
d4xdτ ǫµναβγe aγ T
b
µνT
c
αβ . (34)
There is a set of the mixed Wess-Zumino terms, which
contain both the torsion and gauge field:
SabWZ ∝
∫
X5
d4xdτ ǫµναβγe aγ T
b
µνFαβ . (35)
In terms of DV tetrads, these dimensionless terms are
also universal and do not depend on the cut-off parame-
ters.
VI. CONCLUSION
In two scenarios of emergent gravity, the superplas-
tic vacuum and the DV theory with bilinear tetrad field,
the invariance under diffeomorphisms leads to the dimen-
sionless physics. In the DV theory this invariance is as-
sumed as fundamental. In the superplastic vacuum, the
diffeomorphism invariance corresponds to the proposed
invariance under arbitrary deformations of the 4D vac-
uum crystal. This may suggest that the dimensionless
physics can be the natural consequence of the diffeomor-
phism invariance, and thus can be the general property
of any gravity, which emerges in the quantum vacuum.
The dimensionless physics emerging in the frame of the
DV dimensionful tetrads leads in particular to the new
topological terms in action, since some of the dimension-
less parameters appear to be the integer valued quantum
numbers, which characterize the topology of the quan-
tum vacuum. This has been seen on example of the 3+1
dimensional quantum Hall effect in topological insula-
tors. When the Chern-Simons action is written in terms
of the elasticity or DV tetrads, its prefactor becomes di-
mensionless and universal, being expressed in terms of
integer-valued momentum-space invariant.
Another example is the phenomenon of the chiral
anomaly in terms of the torsion fields suggested by Nieh
and Yan. For the conventional torsion and curvature
in terms of the conventional dimensionless tetrads, the
gravitational Nieh-Yan anomaly equation for the non-
conservation of the axial current contains the nonuniver-
sal prefactor – the ultraviolet cut-off parameter λ with
dimension of inverse length. This parameter may depend
on the spacetime coordinates, which explicitly violates
the topology. However, in terms of DV tetrads, the di-
mension of torsion is shifted form d = 1 to dDV = 2. As
a result the prefactor λ becomes dimensionless and thus
becomes universal.
However, the universality takes place only for the topo-
logical numbers and the symmetry parameters. The
other dimensionless quantitites are not universal, being
described by the functions of the ratios of different mass
scales. In this respect the answer to the question of how
many fundamental constants there are in physics51–54 can
be trivial.
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